European Copper Decorative Cap
Models: King-TC, Pawn-TC, Bishop l-TC & Bishop ll-TC
For Direct Vent Termination Caps
European Copper Decorative caps.
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Models King-TC, Pawn-TC, Bishop I-TC
and Bishop II-TC have been tested and are
approved for use with all Town and Country
fireplaces that are vented vertically through
the roof.

Only models with the “TC” extension will fit
Town and Country Terminals. These shrouds
are designed with the cap internal shield removed to allow the “TC” Termination Cap to
fit up inside the shroud cap.
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47 3/4"

Check with your local building code agency
before you begin installation to ensure compliance with local codes including the need
for permits and follow-up inspections.
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Installation
1. Install the vent system as per installation instructions supplied with the Town
and Country fireplace. The vent pipe must
extend the specific height above the chase
top as shown in the table. If it extends higher, the decorative cap will not fit over-top of
the terminal, and if shorter, the fireplace will
not operate safely. Place an appropriately
sized flashing and storm collar over the vent
pipe and seal. Ensure the flashing size will
not impede the installation of the decorative
shroud.
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TC TERMINATION CAP

(See dimensions
in table below)

TC VENT PIPE

*

2. Remove weather shield/rain cap from
chimney pot base if attached. Save screws
for later re-attachment. (Fig #6)

NON-COMBUSTIBLE
CHASE TOP

3. Attach all 8 mounting brackets to chimney pot base with carriage bolts, washers, &
lock nuts.
NOTE:
The mounting brackets are
designed to allow for drainage.
DO NOT add grout or sealant around
the base of the chimney pot.
Position chimney pot over vent, make sure
pot is centered. Level chimney pot by adjusting brackets as necessary. When chimney
pot is level, tighten nuts to secure brackets
in place. Mark bracket hole locations on
chase top. Remove chimney pot and drill
holes in marked locations. Set flashing gaskets over each drilled hole with vinyl side
up. Set chimney pot in place with brackets
on gaskets. Anchor pot to chimney top with
correct fasteners. Tighten each fastener securely. Caulk all fasteners connecting the
chimney pot to the top of the chimney.
4. Lower the Town and Country roof vent
termination cap over the vent pipe and secure in place with screws provided. Seal
the screw heads and joint with caulking to
prevent any moisture entering the vent systems.

(KING-TC Shown)

*

Model

Dimensions 		
above chase top

King-TC		

39 "

Pawn-TC

17"

Bishop l-TC

40 1/2"

Bishop ll-TC

27 1/8"

Fig #6
WEATHER SHIELD/RAIN CAP

CHIMNEY POT BASE

5. Lower weather shield/rain cap over
the Town and Country Termination Cap and
attach to chimney pot base with screws previously removed.
MOUNTING BRACKETS
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